New Orleans, March 10, 2012
Dear Members, Volunteers, Friends of AHDH and Haiti:
On behalf of the Executive Committee of AHDH, Inc., I take an immense pleasure to report to you that
our 53rd medical/Educational Mission in Haiti, from February 17 to March 4, was an extraordinarily
blessed and successful mission for so many reasons:

First of all : Our extraordinarily dedicated Volunteers:
Imagine 40 volunteers, from the US –Louisiana, Boston, New York, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Georgia, Florida (including AHDH’s Co-Founder and past-President, Ludner C), Texas, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Illinois – and Canada; joined by 5 local practitioners (Drs. Monsanto & Philippe; CRNAs,
Ketia, Guerline, OR tech, Angeline) and 4 senior RN students from FSIL, everyone of them armed with
their various God-given talents - Electricians, Plumbers, MDs –surgeons, anesthesiologists,
ophtalmologists, pediatricians, internists, Ob-Gyns- RNs - OR, Clinics, CNMs, Dentists, Dental
Hygienists, Optometrists, CRNAs, LPNs ; all moved by the same desire to make a difference in the lives
of the population of that most grateful community of LaVallee de Jacmel, and beyond - Port-Au-Prince,
Leogane, Jacmel, Bainet –….

AHDH’s heroes ready to work

and relaxing

…you can imagine:
-The lives saved : Mothers and Newborns - Pre-Eclampsia, macrosomia- c/sections ; on a background of
650 maternal deaths/100,000 live births, and 74 neonatal deaths per 1,000 live births,

C/section, 10 lbs: One more mom and newborn grasped from the claws of the negative statistics still afflicting our beloved Haiti

-The many visions restored (cataracts, refraction),

Ophtalmologists at work, Reynold and Anika,

and Optometrists: left, Steve and wife, and Cecilia (right)

I would like to linger just a moment on Cecilia: Her participation is an extremely important step for our
mission and the future of Hopital St Joseph in general: Native of La Vallee, young, assertive, disciplined,
well trained, the epitome of the leadership Haiti so badly needs: Smooth inter-generational telescopage!

They can’t wait to have you back, Cecilia!

-The decades long painful hernias, hydroceles fixed ; and tumors resected/biopsied….

by Roger

and Lupso

-The dental procedures and students education performed at the Nuns’ and Brothers’ schools

A valuable source of blessings: Left, Antonica, local, retired from US, joining AHDH; Right: Shaun Vidrine

-The many congestive heart failures, ketoacidosis (diabetics), asthma crisis corrected :

-The cervical dysplasia/cancer follow ups and screenings performed…

Arlette, above left photo with patient, and discussing case with Karen (CNM)at the Gyn clinic: Welcome back both of you !

Our deepest gratitude goes to all of you who had to make so many tough personal, professional
decisions/sacrfices to be with us and make our 53rd mission such a blessing to our less fortunate brethren.

But you know where your reward rest:...to the least among you.. (Mat. 25:35)

Second: Coordination. Leadership.
Project Coordinator, Dr. Nicole Vincent-Michael!
How and where to start to just attempt to thank our Coordinator?
From the selection of volunteers who submitted their application to where they will stay, every detail is
meticulously planned.
For this trip, I made it 4 days after the arrival of the group. By then everything was running smoothly surgery, clinics, hotel etc.
This is an extraordinary reflection on how AHDH’s mission is maturing- thanks to Nicole to a large
extent. Invaluable!
Since joining AHDH 10 years ago, it is hard to describe the extraordinary impact of The Michaels on
AHDH’s mission expansion. Their many contributions to the hospital - infrastructures (L & D, Pediatrics
ward etc), equipments (sterilizer, ophtalmo–phaco machine, operative microscope), the involvement of
their children (Anika, Ophtalmo and Zishan, dentist), brother, Carl, and sister, Yvrose, is just beyond
gratitude.
In our humble eyes, The Michael have met quite their fair share toward our Beloved Haiti, and humanity.
Chapeau bas! (Hat down!)

Left: Director and Coordinator brainstorming; Center: The Michaels with brother Carl; Right: with sister, Yvrose

Arshi

Zishan

Anika

And the Michaels’s example is contagious, very much so: With the Vidrines who have managed to win
the award of the largest family group ever at the mission: 7 members attending same trip.
Philippe experienced AHDH’s mission first time in July 2009. Since, his dedication to AHDH goes
beyond ordinary interest– having his octogenarian mom to open the purse more than once; his son, J.T, to

follow him third time and this time wife, Shaun, sisters Nicole (and husband, Steve), Jacqueline and aunt,
Cecile.
Les Vidrines meritent plus que la Palme d’Or, n’est-ce-pas la matriarche (Mme. Jacqueline O. Vidrine)?
Vous devez etre fiere d’eux. (Careful: In Ville Platte, you find the best classical French spoken in Lousiana).

Left: Phil(dentist) & Shaun (hygienist); Center: Optometrist Steven (in-law), and Right: son, J.T. at work;

And relaxing after a full day of work

Some of us have tried - the Michaels (6), the Belizaires (6), the Renes (5); etc., but you earned it, Phil.
And also such a joy to see AHDH’s mission bringing together 17 year old (Rony, Susan, see below)
working side by side with 70 year old (Cecile, Andre, Don, Claudette, see further below):This is witnessing pure,
intergenerational blessings.

Rony

& sister, Susan tasting serving humanity

Thanks again, Nicole L.R. (mom) for sending them to experience our mission. We know you would have
loved to be back, but there will be more trips, by HIS Grace.

Inspired, everyone offered his/her best to the max, including the first timers:

Ed,left, promptly joined our dear Veteran, Georges (engineer) make electricity available for our ACs, medical
equipments etc., while (center) delivering 4 laptops to the Lycee Philippe Jules, already connected to the internet
(thanks to AHDH/CR), Mr. Francois, center, Director of Computer Class; and joining the local band with his flute.

Marie Finette, left, and Marie-Lourdes, right, didn’t waste anytime either to be at the high school to screen eyes

Nor Rosie(Belizaire-Roupe), RN, left, back to the tranches after years of retirement, as well as husband, Donald, here
putting so much care to organize the supplies room. The retirees have a lot to teach.

It was also a sheer pleasure to see Dr.
Ducarmel Augustin, after maybe 40 years,
when we attended Faculte de Medecine et
Pharmacie, in P-Au-P, together.
He just has not changed a bit: The same
Ducarmel with plenty bedside manners to
share, and always with his positive
demeanor.
Thanks again, Ducarmel, for joining and
sharing your God-given talents with our
beloved compatriots .

Come back, with Madame, soon.
Another very pleasant surprise- to go back to med. school days- was that of Dr. Ludner Confident, CoFounder, Past-President of AHDH and Michaelle. They were on visit in Haiti and it was a nice
coincidence of our mission being there. Ludner had no difficulty finding his way to the OR and offer his
anesthesiologist skills. He certainly appreciated the progres of his pionner’s efforts. Join us again!

And: The Veterans:
Here, I would like to pay a special hommage to a group of die-hard supporters, celebrating about 10 or
plus years of support to AHDH:

Mike (right), 10 years later, is still offering his best to Hopital St Joseph. Broken hearted he could spend only the
first 10 days, 1st time ever, but felt confident leaving behind one of his trainees, Jeannot, from local high school.

The OR crew: Diane, Scrub RN, left photo, on left; Sandra,
Circulating RN, center photo, on left, saving another life with
emergency c/section; and Madeline, right photo, keeping under
her full control the Pre-op and Post-op area

A special mention here about Sandra (my wife):
Sandra: Celebrating 20 years of unwavering
support to AHDH’s missionary work: She
witnessed year in, year out the progress of
AHDH’s mission, from the lean years to
today’s large successful trips.
Thanks, mother of all Veterans !

Some have not quite yet reached the 10 or 20 year mark but are on their way and have invested a lot of
love for our mission:

The Belizaires:Roger

and Amelia

who have barely missed a trip since their 1st, right after the earthquake of January 2010. It is just hard to
describe the extraordinary impact of their presence since (see previous reports on website, specifically the story of
st
Little Youri with typhoid intestinal perforation); daughter, Ritha, surgeon, 1 time absent, was very much missed.

An unexpected benefits (or
“lagniappe”, as they say in New Orleans):

Claudette, my sis, and Roger
studied together in Mexico but
have not seen each other for a
good 40 years: AHDH just brings
together the best the planet offers

Fauberte:

After experiencing our February 2011 mission,
Fauberte became a strong advocate, or better a
Diplomat, of AHDH, encouraging her church
and relatives in West orange, N.J. to support our
efforts, and most importantly returning over and
over back home to offer her talents - definitely
well invested (Mat. 25:14-30)
Photos: Left, teaching the next generation of
students fromUNDH; Right: taking care of one
of the CODEVA’s Elders.
We feel so priviledged to be among such souls!

And a big thank also to Jean-Marie and madame (Arlette, Family Practitioner) who have given so much
of their talents and resources since 2006, when they first experienced AHDH’s mission.
Jean-Marie’s leadership in organizing the large crowds expectedly eager to enjoy the AHDH’s services is
just what it takes to be so efficient in the limited time we are on the ground. We count on his management
skills to help us organize the future St. Joseph MedicalCenter.

Despite demanding schedule there is still time for romance and sharing agape with village kids.

We would like to welcome back also Maloue (my sister, pediatrician)who did not waste anytime to get

to her crowd of little people

And Karl (my son):Left:1996 photo, teaching English at the Lycee, and now with some of those former students
Please, come back more often. You can still do a lot of good!

Recent Progres:A Medical Director and a Head Nurse now in charge at Hopital St. Joseph
Over the last 12-14 months, AHDH and CODEVA’s partnership has taken some strong steps, one of them
being to have in charge at the hospital a Medical Director and a Head Nurse.
After a difficult start in hiring, we are glad to report that we have now on site 2 pillars for our system:
Marie Florence Joseph, MD, a graduate from ELAM (Cuba), a La Vallee native, who last year spent her
year of Social Service at Hopital St. Joseph. When last July, she expressed interest in “staying home”, we
readily showed her our interest in her dreams, and approved her hiring by CODEVA. Her maturity, her
discipline are striking and well needed in an environment who needs so much of those qualities to rebuild
a system that has been undergoing significant challenges for years. We welcome her again as well as….

Above, left photo: Dr. Joseph, right, with Dr. Ely (visiting Nashville group); right photo: Ms Lolo, RN, blue top, and CNAs
from left: Marie Paule, Giselle, Dieula, Ms Casimir.

..Our very first Head Nurse, Ms. Marie Christela Lolo, a graduate from UNDH (Universite Notre
Dame d’Haiti), who didn’t waste any time to assume the leadership of her small army of CNAs. They all
responded once more very well to the extra pressure brought on by our busy surgical schedule.
Important reminder: The RN and CNAs were supported by a grant from SFH (Solidarite Fribourg-Haiti, see
next segment below), and we definiteley need additional funds for the current fiscal year. Likewise the
medical Director is supported by AHDH and we need to keep the services going.
Please, everyone, don’t stay on the sideline. Get involved !
We have not succeded if we leave so many behind!
Join AHDH, CODEVA and SFH in their efforts to consolidate healthcare at Hop.St.Joseph.
(Write to me personally (Nicole is overburdened) : chasrene46@bellsouth.net)

Changing the landscape around Hopital St. Joseph:
It goes without saying that AHDH, in partnership with CODEVA, SFH, Fraternite Valleenne, and
others are determined to change the landscape for the better, at Hopital St Joseph and the community at
large.
We just proudly inaugurated the administrative spaces on the second floor. We would like to express
here once more our gratitude to HAIZA (Switzerland) and Solidarite Fribourg-Haiti (SFH), who
responded right away to our appeal for the remaining 50% we needed to complete the 2nd floor, last July.

Left: July 2011, Nicole, Sandra, CR giving a tour to Mme.Pierre-Louis (HAIZA) et Mr. Charles Ridore (SFH); Right: Today!

A big Thank-You to HAiZA, SFH, TFMCT, as well as from a community most grateful for the progress witnessed

….Moving in furnitures, facilitating AHDH/CODEVA brainstorming on the next phases

as the Elders continue to inject their input.

…while the laboratory and CODEVA’s office are under completion (now that the dry season is over) to be
followed soon by the Emergency Dept., taking over the old lab spaces, and to connect the ED to the OR
suite area…….changing progressively, for the better, the outlook of Hopital St Joseph..

( 90’s)

(early 2012)

early 2012)

Medical Records was quickly and finally relocated into a larger space downstairs (former Administaration)

Mid Term projection:
Looking together forward into the future, AHDH, CODEVA and the engineers surveyed once more our
recently acquired lot (thanks again The Florence Mauboule Charity Trust, the Crowley Rotary Club…..

and SFH

Now is the time to plan the next phase: Hopital St. Joseph Outpatient Clinics (Cliniques Externes)

our lot (hospital in background)
We definitely can’t continue to run outpatient clinic like seen below:

We have retained a few architectural models. So far, we are leaning toward the semi-open roof model
used at the Jacmel airport (below) and a hospital in P-Au-P, the different specialty clinics to be set on
each side of a large central waiting area…

How much will it cost? We are still putting the numbers together while we are inviting all the specialty
leaders (Anika, Cecilia & Reynold (eye), Zishan & Philipp (dental), Roger & Louis (surg.), Nicole, Josseline &
Maloue (Ped.), Andre, Arlette & Ducarmel (medicine), Mike (Imaging), Georges (workshop) etc…) to offer their

floor plan reflecting the minimum space (square footage) and arrangement (number of rooms etc) you
should need for your clinic/shop. I will send you soon what we have for the Ob-Gyn clinic.
Costs again? All we know is that it will happen: His will will be done! AHDH being just the humble
vessel being used. Join us once more!
An exciting perspectives with extraordinary long term positive implications: AHDH and
UNDH/Jacmel Campus (Universite Notre Dame d’Haiti) are teaming up!
As expected, AHDH and CODEVA’s mission stand on: T.E.R.: Treatment, Education and Research:
We may have made some significant strides with “T”, but only some very timid progress with “E”, e.g.
we host the FSIL senior nurses students 3 times a year; we have been instrumental in educating 10 CNA’s
(certified nurses aid) in 2008. (Thanks again to all of you who supported that effort, AHDH remembers well its
benefactors).

On that vein, we are excited to share with you that AHDH initiated some relationship with UNDH’s
School of management in the fall 2010, by sponsoring a student. This past fall, we have embarked timidly
on sponsoring a RN student, inspired by the initiative of one of our lovely volunteers, Evangela, who was
so touched by the determination of one of our CNAs to pursue a degree in Nursing but who needed help
to complete high school. The young CNA is graduating soon and ready to register next fall for nursing
school.
We have since found sponsors for 3 more students - all fully committed to come back to their home
village and be the future cadres of Hopital St Joseph.
Million thanks again Evangela, Rickie & Ronda, Melinda, and Ana for believing like AHDH that
teaching the next generation how to fish is better than handing them fish…
And expectedly, the news is spreading. Quite a few requests have been brought to us –and we remain
confident that more good souls will join this effort and follow the example of Evangela, Rickie .….
Are you ready to join? Please, send us a note for full details. (Write to me personally, Nicole is over burden: chasrene46@bellsouth.net)

You can concretely impact the life of a young mind eager to acquire a decent education and pratice
an honorable profession.
We visited the UNDH campus and met the leaders….

Left: Since the earthquake UNDH is using temporary units, but their dreams for permanent ones is alive.
Right: Met Mrs. Lahatte (white uniform), Coordinator of Nursing Education at Hopital St Michel and UNDH; Rev.
Content, vice-dean, (3rd from right) and Mr. Laguerre, 2 nd from left, Bursar (and AHDH’s die-hard volunteers)…

…We visited the sophomore class: a delight…”Ceux de Demain” (“Those of Tomorrow”) like that movie
of the 50’s, used to remind us.

Rev. Content, left, CR, Karen, Diane and Madeline.

The sophomore RN students class

The students are such a joy to meet. They had so many questions- some addressed in very good Englishthat we almost were late for our flight.
During our 1st week, 10 of their senior students have made a 2 day rotation with us at Hopital St Joseph
and their excitement is spilling all over campus, encouraging a lot of new perspectives of cooperation.
Thanks again Dr. Monsanto for organizing that trial rotation.
Along that same vein, we would like to extend our gratitude also to:
Ms. Hilda Alcindor, RN, BSN, Dean of FSIL (Faculte des Sciences Infirmieres de Leogane, of Univers.
Episcopale d’Haiti) for sending once more on rotation 4 of her Senior RN students who, as usual,
reflected their high professional standing and showed all the promises for better nursing cadres in Haiti.

2 of the FSIL’s students at Hop. St Joseph, with local CRNA and OR tech.

We would be amiss not to express here our profound gratitude to another strong supporter of our mission,
Dr. Claude Laroche (pathologist), who is not tired processing our biopsies and Pap smears (in Port-Auprince), allowing us to insure great follow up on our patients. Mille mercis encore Claude.
We would like to also express our thanks to the following persons/institutions who supported this last
mission:
Plenty International (Elaine), Dr. J. Belizaire, Dr R. Clark, Carmichael’s Cashway Pharmacy (Crowley)
Bellards Pharmacy (Eunice), Deshotels Drugs (Mamou), Savoy Family Care (Ms. Leanza Robert)
Savoi Medical Center: Mr. Robert Flake, CEO; Mr. Ted Smith, Purchasing; Mr. John Pitre, Pharmacist;
HTCF (Dr. Carole Jean-Murat); William Kennefick, Mme. Belizaire-Volel, Dr. Charles Louis
Of course, Jeane our Reporter/producer par Excellence:

Enjoying a laught w/Jo lauture, of Fraternite Valleenne
And to all of you who offered your well wishes, your prayers, mission accomplished to a large extent!
We are still praying for those who are still hesitating to fill our little world with enough good deeds.
That’s the best way to leave no room to those not yet moved by the sense of duty toward their more
vulnerable brethren.
Please, join us or any group doing HIS work. Don’t stay on the sideline, be counted!

Next Mission: Our beloved Coordinator, Dr. Nicole V-Michael, is already at work for AHDH’s
Summer 2012 Medical/Educational Mission, our 54th, from June 22, 2012 thru July 8, 2012, and it
seems like we are already flooded with requests.
If you have made up your mind, please send her a note ASAP: michaelnvm@yahoo.com

Dear Members, Volunteers, Friends of AHDH and Haiti,
Mille mercis encore for all the great work and support. Let us remain in solidarity with our less fortunate
brethren to make a concrete difference in their lives, while passing on a meaningful legacy to the next
generation.
It was a blessed privilege to be in HIS field with all 45 of you.
Cordially,
Charles
(Charles René, M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
Clinical Associate Professor, Tulane University, OB-Gyn. Dept.
Co-Founder, Treasurer,
Director of Projects in Haiti)

www.haitiahdh.org
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